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IN A BETTER WORLD - This year's Oscar winner for Best Foreign Film, from the director of
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AFTER THE WEDDING! Anton is a doctor who commutes between his home in an idyllic town
in Denmark, and his work at an African refugee camp. In these two very different worlds, he and
his family are faced with conflicts that lead them to difficult choices between revenge and
forgiveness...

IF A TREE FALLS: EARTH LIBERATION FRONT - From Oscar nominated filmmaker Marshall
Curry, this documentary takes a rare and balanced behind-the-curtain look at the ELF, the
radical environmental group that the FBI calls America's "number one domestic terrorist threat."

TRUE ADOLESCENTS - This thoughtful bromance that's been linked to the realer-than-real
"mumblecore" genre stars Mark Duplass (HUMPDAY, THE LEAGUE) as an aging Seattle
rocker whose girlfriend has just kicked him to the curb. Forced to move in with his suburban
aunt, he agrees to take her troubled teenage son and the boy's best friend on a hiking trip to the
ocean. When the boys become desperately lost in the woods, Sam must take every possible
measure to ensure the trio arrives home in one piece...

RUNNING WILDE: Season 1 - From creative team behind ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT! Will
Arnett stars as Steven Wilde, a filthy-rich, immature playboy trying desperately to win (or buy)
the heart of his childhood sweetheart, Emmy Kadubic (Keri Russell), the über-liberal
humanitarian who got away.

WONDERS OF THE UNIVERSE (BBC) - Professor Brian Cox, "the David Attenborough of
astrophysics" (say that 10 times fast!) explores the nature of time, where matter comes from,
the nature of gravity, and why light is our key to understanding the universe.

GANTZ - One of the most eagerly awaited Japanese blockbusters in recent years, this sci-fi
epic is a live-action feature based on the popular manga. After trying to rescue a man on the
subway tracks, two teens wake up in a room dominated by a mysterious black sphere that
sends them to hunt down and kill aliens hiding on Earth...

WRECKED - Adrien Brody (THE PIANIST) stars as a man who wakes up trapped in a crashed
car in the middle of nowhere, surrounded by two dead passengers, a pile of cash and a gun. He
has no recollection of who he is or how he got there. Is he an innocent victim or a dangerous
criminal? And how will he survive in the deep woods?
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FORKS OVER KNIVES - This critically acclaimed new "must-see" documentary builds a case
that most of the degenerative diseases that afflict us can be controlled, or even reversed, by
rejecting animal-based and processed foods.

X - In this edgy erotic thriller, high class call girl Holly (Viva Bianca, SPARTACUS: BLOOD &
SAND) recruits a 17-year-old runaway (Hanna Mangan Lawrence) for the evening, and the two
set off on what should be an easy job. But when the two witness a murder, Holly must use her
hard-earned savviness and sexual allure to keep them both safe through the most terrifying
night of their lives...

LITTLE BIG SOLDIER - Jackie Chan's best movie in years! He survives brutal feudal warring
by playing dead and running away! He's got a kid buddy in this one too.

PROM - Disney's latest tween epic. High School A-lister Nova Prescott finds herself drawn to
the boy who gets in the way of her perfect prom.

MADEA'S BIG HAPPY FAMILY - The latest Tyler Perry comedy has no-nonsense grandma
Madea trying to get her dysfunctional extended family members together to give support to
ailing Shirley.

Also new this week: SONS OF ANARCHY: Season 3 and DOC MARTIN: The Movies
(prequels to the BBC series)!
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